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Assignment 13 
 

    Please watch Lesson 13 and Tutorial 13 before attempting this assignment. 

 

Part A 
 

1. List five exceptions from the word family ‘boat’. Pick any one of these words, and write what it means. 

   

2. Why is the 5th form of meet ‘meeting’ (‘t’ remains single), but that of hit is ‘hitting’ (‘t’ becomes double)?

   

3. In what sense is the verb ‘be’ different from other verbs?         

  

4. “I wish I were the king.” Is this sentence correct? Explain its sense.  

        

5. What is the tense of the sentence “It is not clear what happened yesterday in the meeting”?    

  

6.  Fill in the blanks with the correct homophone: 

1. The board is made of a c----- e material. 

2. The c-----e is taught on the board. 

                   

7. Rearrange to make a proper sentence: 

around noon / highly congested / the railway station / is / the road / adjacent to. 

      

8. Write the future negative form of the sentence “The flight was ready to take off from Heathrow airport.”  
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Part B 
Frame the sentences, as required. [Use discretion regarding articles.] Use only verb ‘be’ (are/am/is/were/was/will 

be) and no other verb in any form as the main verb.  

 

S. No. Subject Type Further Details 

Ex. substitution future, negative  what, how 

Soln. The substitution of one member with another  

will not be appropriate without the sanction of the house. 

1 liberals past, positive for what, when 

2 assembly present, positive what, when, where 

3 lifestyle past, positive where, what, when 

4 brothers present, negative what, when 

5 generation present, positive what, where, when 

6 conmen present, negative what, when, where 

7 his death past, positive to what, why 
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8 communique present, interrogative what, when, where 

9 jaggery past, negative what, when 

10 ambassador future, query: who what, where 

11 peace past, interrogative when, where 

12 calculator present, interrogative what, where 

13 speech present, positive what, when 

14 compatibility past, interrogative to whom, why 

15 time present, negative where, why 

16 mileage future, negative to what, why 

17 wonderful baby past, positive what, when, where 

18 contentment future, positive to whom, when 

19 homework present, query: when what, to what 

20 herbs present, positive what, to whom, why 

 


